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ABSTRACT
Most research in recommender systems is focused on the
problem of identifying and ranking items that are relevant
for the individual users but unknown to them. The potential value of such systems is to help users discover new items,
e.g., in e-commerce settings. Many real-world systems however also utilize recommendation lists for a different goal,
namely to remind users of items that they have viewed or
consumed in the past. In this work, we aim to quantify
the value of such reminders in recommendation lists (“recominders”), which has to our knowledge not been done in the
past. We first report the results of a live experiment in which
we applied a naive reminding strategy on an online platform
and compare them with results obtained through different
offline analyses. We then propose more elaborate reminding
techniques, which aim to avoid reminders of too obvious or
of already outdated items. Overall, our results show that although reminders do not lead to new item discoveries, they
can be valuable both for users and service providers.
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1.

INTRODUCTION

Recommender systems (RS) have become a common feature of modern e-commerce platforms. Many major web
sites implement techniques to continuously suggest additional items to their customers when they navigate the website based on the customers’ past profiles and their current
navigation and item viewing behavior. The research literature often considers the main value of recommenders to
be their ability to point users to potentially relevant items
which the users are not aware of, thereby creating additional
sales or activity on the site. In practice, however, a typical
strategy of websites like Amazon.com is that some presented
recommendation lists include almost exclusively items that
the user has viewed in the past. In this case, the intended
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goal of the recommender is not item discovery or catalog exploration but to remind users of items that were of (recent)
interest to them. Generally, recommending items that the
user already knows can serve different purposes.
(1) Reminders as Shortlists: Before making a purchase
decision, customers often browse the catalog to explore the
set of alternatives. Reminders of recently visited items can
serve as automated decision “shortlists” and thereby help
to reduce the cognitive effort in online shopping [17, 22].
Similarly, customers might return to the site after having
slept on a decision and reminders for items that were viewed
in a previous session might be particularly valuable [12].
(2) Familiarity Aspects: Recommending familiar items
can generally help to increase the customers’ trust and willingness to purchase. Amazon.com, for example, relied on
familiar items as recommendations for a long time [24].
(3) User Cold-Start: In cold-start situations, where little
is known about the user, reminders can serve as a fallback
before switching to more elaborate algorithms.
(4) Repeated Recommendations: Finally, in some domains
like music or video recommendation, reminders help encourage users to revisit items that they have purchased or consumed in the past but may have forgotten [3, 16]. Such “repeated recommendations” can be based on long-term user
profiles. In contrast, the focus of our work is on recommending items that the user knows (has viewed), but has
not necessarily purchased so far. These reminders are in our
view particularly helpful in scenarios where the user focuses
on a smaller set of candidate items before making a decision.
In our previous work, we have explored – among other aspects – the usefulness of a naive “reversed history” reminding
strategy using navigation logs of an online retailer [12]. The
results showed that recommendations worked best in terms
of information retrieval measures when they contain both
reminders from the user’s recent navigation history and collaborative filtering (CF) recommendations.
In this work, we first provide empirical evidence from deployed applications that show that (a) many online customers “accept” reminders in recommendation lists (“recominders”) and (b) that reminders can help to generate business value. As our main contribution, we propose and empirically evaluate novel algorithmic approaches of reminding,
which aim to avoid too obvious as well as outdated item recommendations and at the same time focus on reminders that
are relevant for the user’s current shopping context.

ANALYSIS OF RECOMINDERS IN
DEPLOYED SYSTEMS

Number of Succ. Rec.

2.

We evaluated the use and effectiveness of reminders in recommendations in the context of two real e-commerce sites.

User Acceptance of Recominders on an
E-Commerce Site

First, we analyzed a dataset containing recommendation
and user navigation logs provided to us by Zalando, a European online fashion retailer. From the comparably large
dataset – more details in Section 4.3 – we sampled 3,000
“heavy users”, for which we expect more reliable insights regarding their behavior than from one-time or infrequent visitors. The log file subset contains about 106,000 purchases
and over 3.1 million view actions for over 188,000 different
items1 . An average shopping session of a user comprised
about 9 item views and a purchase was made in about every
third session.
The most important aspect for our analysis is that the
item view actions in the log are usually accompanied by
a three-element subset of recommendations that were displayed to the user when viewing the item. The click events
on these recommended items were recorded in the log. Our
log analysis revealed the following.
1. About every tenth of all displayed recommendations
were reminders of already seen items, i.e., where a
view event occurred before the recommendation was
displayed. About one quarter of all recommendation
lists contained at least one reminder.
2. More than 40% of all successful recommendations, i.e.,
where the click on a recommended item led to a purchase in the same session, were reminders. Therefore,
users often knew the recommended item they eventually purchase from a previous visit of its detail page.
3. For those items that were “purchased from a recommendation list”, we observed that customers often had
inspected this item several times (over the course of
several days) before the purchase. This suggests that
the recommendations served at least partially as navigation shortcuts. Figure 1 shows when and how often
users viewed an item before they purchased it based
on a suggestion in a recommendation list.
4. In general, in each session customers on average only
look at items from about 2.7 different product categories (of 334 existing ones). This indicates that they
have often very specific shopping goals when arriving
at the site. In such situations, reminders could be particularly helpful as shortlists [17, 22] during the decision making process.
Overall, our analysis reveals that reminders occur in the
recommendation lists of the examined transaction logs and
that customers in practice use these reminders as a starting
point for subsequent purchase actions. Clearly, we cannot
infer with certainty whether these purchases would not have
been made if there were no reminders. At least, however,
we see that customers seem to rely on recommendation lists
even if they contain items which they already know.
1

The data was preprocessed by Zalando in a way that no
conclusions about the real proportions in Zalando’s live traffic can be drawn.
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(a) Distance in days between first view event for an
item and its successful recommendation.
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(b) Number of preceding view events for an item before
its successful recommendation.

Figure 1: Distribution statistics for successful recommendations (Zalando heavy subset; Y-axes in base-10 log scale.)

2.2

Effectiveness Analysis on an Electronics
and Gadgets Website

Our second analysis is based on an A/B test performed on
the website of China-Gadgets, a German platform for consumer goods and electronics from Chinese wholesale sites.
On China-Gadgets, items are presented as blog articles, sometimes with a textual review. We implemented different strategies to generate four-item recommendation lists that were
shown both below the first (most recent) article on the site’s
landing page and on each item’s detail page. Besides a
popularity-based baseline, the techniques included Bayesian
Personalized Ranking (BPR) [20], two content-based strategies, as well as a “Recently Viewed” [12] strategy.
The user interactions after implementing the different recommenders were recorded over the course of three months.
On average, there were about 1.8 sessions per user and 80%
of the users only visited the shop once. In our subsequent
analyses we focus only on the remaining 20% of the users
who have visited the shop at least twice during the monitoring period. The resulting subset contains 287,000 item view
events by 49,000 users for 4,100 products. About 2.6% of
the views were induced by a recommendation.
To estimate the business value of the recommendations,
we measure their success rate. For each recommended item
that was displayed to the user we call the recommendation
“successful” if the item was clicked and the user subsequently
visited the external Chinese site. Similar to the analysis in
the previous section, a substantial fraction (38%) of the successful recommendations were not new to the users. Including reminders in recommendations can therefore represent a
promising strategy.
Figure 2 shows the average success rates of the different
strategies. The reminding strategy actually worked best in
this domain. The success rate is at 0.34% which is signifi-
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Figure 2: Success rate of the different recommendation
strategies in the China-Gadgets live experiment.
cantly better2 than the next best strategy Similarity Personalized, which recommends items similar to the user’s history
based on the TF-IDF representations of the textual item
descriptions. Recommending the most popular items generally seems to be a reasonable strategy in this domain since
we observe a comparably skewed popularity distribution of
the items, as will be discussed later on in Section 4.3. The
BPR method – whose model was re-trained every 30 minutes
and whose parameters were optimized in an offline process
– in contrast is less effective, presumably because there are
only very few implicit ratings per user that can be used for
learning. Finally, a Similarity recommender, which suggests
items similar to the currently viewed item, led to the weakest
performance.
All tested algorithms were “allowed” to recommend items
that the user had viewed in the past. The Similarity Personalized method – without being designed for reminders –
in fact produced lists in which about 75% of the items were
already known by the users. The results therefore not only
suggest that reminding can be beneficial also in this domain,
but that other techniques of reminding can be successful.

3.

ADAPTIVE REMINDERS

Our analyses so far show that placing (some) reminders in
the recommendation lists can be an effective strategy. However, the simple “Recently Viewed” technique can easily lead
to suggestions that are too obvious or already outdated. In
the subsequent sections we will therefore design and evaluate different “adaptive” reminding strategies that can help
to avoid some of these problems.
The general approach of all proposed strategies is to first
determine a set of candidate items that the user has interacted with in the past and which can be used as reminders.
The specific task is then to filter and rank these items with
the goal to improve the recommendation accuracy and, if
desired, to avoid too obvious suggestions. As the candidate
set is usually only a small part of the whole item catalog,
the reminders can be computed efficiently at runtime.
This set of candidate items HuI is taken from the user’s
recent history Hu which consists of a limited window of the
user’s previous sessions3 . The choice of Hu will be discussed
in more detail in Section 4.1. Each session is a set of interaction tuples of the form hitem, action, timestampi. Possible
actions for example include an item view, a purchase, or a
shopping cart event. In this work, we will focus on past
2

According to a four field χ-squared test (p < 0.05) with
Bonferroni correction to compare the number of successful
and unsuccessful recommendations between two strategies.
3
A session represents a sequence of user actions within a
particular time period identified by a session ID.

Ranking Strategies

All proposed ranking strategies rely on assigning personalized scores to the recommendation candidates HuI based on
heuristics. Items with a score of zero are not recommended4 .
Interaction Recency (IRec): This baseline recommends
items depending on the time point of the last interaction of
the user with an item, e.g., an item view event, a purchase
or a shopping cart event. IRec therefore corresponds to a
generalized “Recently Viewed” strategy as used in the previous section and in [12]. To make our results comparable
with previous works, we only use the timestamps of the view
events to compute a ranking scoreIRec
for a user u and an
ui
item i. Let HuV (i) be the set of interaction tuples in HuV
concerning item i and time() be a function that returns the
timestamp of a past interaction tuple t, then
scoreIRec
= max (time(t))
ui
V (i)
t∈Hu

(1)

As we only include reminders in our recommendations, the
“distance” between timestamps of the recommendations is
not relevant. If reminders are mixed with novel recommendations, more weight could be given to the more recent interactions by applying an exponential decay function [3].
Interaction Intensity (IInt): If a user interacts longer
or more frequently with an item, this interaction intensity
indicates increased interest in the item. Here, we use the
frequency of item view events in the interaction history, i.e.,
scoreIInt
= |HuV (i)|.
ui

(2)

If two items have the same score, the IRec strategy can be
used as a fallback to determine the ranking order.
Item Similarity (ISim): Assume a user was searching
for shoes two weeks ago, but did not purchase a pair in the
end. One week ago, the user browsed for scarves and today,
she searches again for shoes. The idea of the proposed ISim
strategy is to find elements in the past interaction history
that match the current shopping goal.
This proposed approach corresponds to a content-based
hybrid technique. We first determine the similarity of the
items in HuI to the items viewed in the current session of
user u. Let Cu be the set of items appearing in the current
session of u, then
P
j∈Cu simcos (i, j)
(3)
.
simitem (u, i) =
|Cu |
In our experiments we use the cosine similarity simcos as
a distance measure. The used feature vectors are TF-IDF
representations of item descriptions or are created from additional item information like category and brand identifiers.
We then pick the k most similar items from HuI according to Equation 3, denoted as topIk (u). To determine the
final score scoreISim
, we re-sort these items by their view
ui
frequency according to the IInt heuristic, i.e.,
scoreISim
= scoreIInt
· 1topI (u) (i).
ui
ui
k

(4)

4
In our work we focus on determining relevance scores and
the ranking of already known items. Combining the reminding strategies with other algorithms is possible and might
lead to mixed recommendations of known and new items.
In these cases, the reminding techniques can provide (additional) relevance scores for the already known items.

The indicator function in Equation 4 leads to a score of
zero for items not appearing in the top list. Other scoring
techniques are possible that, e.g., use the similarity score in
a weighted approach.
Session Similarity (SSim): Continuing the example
from above, assume that two weeks ago the user also searched
for belts that go well with the shoes. Once we observe that
the user is again browsing for shoes, the previous ISim approach however would not remind the user of the belts.
To find good complementary items, like belts, from the
user’s past, we propose the SSim strategy that aims to find
past sessions of a given user that had the same shopping
intent as the current session. In contrast to the ISim technique, we rather look for similar sessions than for similar
individual items. Let s be a past session of u and Vs the set
of the viewed items of session s, then
P
P
i∈Vs
j∈Cu simcos (i, j)
(5)
.
simsession (u, s) =
|Vs | · |Cu |
Let topS
k (u) be the k most similar sessions when compared
with the current session according to Equation 5. Also, let
Items(topS
k (u)) be the set of items appearing in these sessions. Like in the IInt method, we re-rank the items that
appear in the top k sessions based on their view frequency.
scoreSSim
= scoreIInt
· 1Items(topS (u)) (i)
ui
ui
k

(6)

Note that both the SSim and ISim strategies are still useful when multiple users share an account, because the items
are selected based on the most recent user actions and therefore fit the interests of the currently active user.

3.2

Feature-based Category Filtering

In certain e-commerce domains repeated purchases for
some item categories can be uncommon. Therefore, at least
for some time, no items should be recommended that belong to a category in which a user has recently made a
purchase. The proposed Feature Filter (FF) technique
removes items from the list of reminder candidates that are
not relevant anymore, i.e., belong to the same category as a
recently purchased item. We therefore propose to maintain
a blacklist of “outdated” categories based on the purchases
made in the user’s previous sessions. If a user however continues to view items from such a presumably outdated category, we remove the category from the blacklist again.
Generally, the FF technique can be used in combination
with any of the previously discussed ranking strategies that
provide a score∗ui . If the category of an item i is on the
blacklist, the filter sets its score to zero. In case the filter
leads to too few remaining items, a popularity-based baseline
technique can be used to fill up the recommendation list.
Note that in principle various combinations (hybrids) of
the ranking strategies like ISim and SSim themselves are
possible as well. In this work, we however focus on analyzing the effects of the individual ranking techniques in
combination with the feature filtering method.

4.

EXPERIMENTAL EVALUATION

The goal of our experimental analysis is to explore the effectiveness of different reminding strategies in terms of their
capability to find relevant items. Other potential quality
factors like diversity are not in the focus of our current work.
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Figure 3: Evaluation scheme. The training and test set are
determined per user. For each purchase that has to be predicted, p previous sessions before a time gap of d days represent the considered history Hu of a user, e.g., if cs is the
current session for which purchases have to be predicted,
the sessions Hu = {s1 , s2 } are the user’s relevant history
before the time gap.

4.1

Evaluation protocol

An extension of the protocol proposed in [12] was used for
the comparative evaluation of the proposed techniques and
is shown in Figure 3.
Creating Training and Test Sets.
For each user the log entries are organized in sessions and
split into a training set and hidden test set. In the experiments the splitting was done in a way that the test sessions
comprise the last 20% of the purchases of a user. The recommendation task consists of predicting each purchase action
in the sessions of the test set individually. To account for
random effects, we use a 5-fold user-wise cross-validation by
randomly assigning the users into five bins and executing
the experiments five times without including the users of
one bin each time.
Defining The Short-Term History.
Size of the history: Similar to [12] we assume that it is
important to consider the most recent user behavior – the
history Hu – to adapt the recommendations to the user’s
current shopping intents. The history Hu consists of p sessions that precede the currently evaluated test session plus
those item view events of the currently evaluated test session
that happened before the purchase that we want to predict.
The choice of p depends on the domain. Too large values
might lead to the inclusion of already outdated items; too
small values might make the set of reminder candidates too
small. We report the results for p = 6 in Section 5 as this
value led to good results for all the used datasets.
Adding an “Obviousness Gap”: As stated above, reminders
should not be too obvious. To be able to vary and analyze
the degree of obviousness, we introduce a time gap of d days
between the user’s history and the purchase that has to be
predicted. Items that the user has interacted with in this
time gap should not be used as reminder candidates. This
also means that no actions from the current session are used
as candidate items for reminders if d > 0. For example,
for d = 1, items that were viewed within the last day of
the current session would be considered too obvious and of
too little value for the user as a reminder, see Figure 3. By
varying d, we can therefore measure the performance of our
reminding strategies when avoiding recommendations that
are too obvious. Alternatively, the time gap could also be
defined in terms of sessions instead of days.

Evaluation Measures.
As evaluation measures we use the Hitrate@N (Recall)
and Mean Reciprocal Rank MRR@N for the computed topN recommendation lists. Since we predict each purchase
individually, there can only be one relevant item per recommendation list. Precision is therefore proportional to Recall.

4.2

Number of Items
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Although the focus of this work is on the adaptive reminding strategies, we are also interested in the effects of recommending known items using (a) standard CF techniques and
(b) special context-aware schemes from the literature. We
selected three implicit feedback techniques that have shown
good predictive performance in the past.
(1) Bayesian Personalized Ranking (BPR): A learningto-rank technique for implicit feedback [20]. To create a
personalized ranking of all items for each user, BPR optimizes a generic optimization criterion that is the maximum
posterior estimator for a Bayesian analysis of the ranking
task. The model is trained with a bootstrapped, stochastic gradient descent method. BPR was the best-performing
individual CF method in the analysis in [12]. In contrast
to the usual setup, we allow BPR to include items in the
recommendation lists that the user already knows as done
in our A/B test on the China-Gadgets platform5 .
(2) Context-KNN (C-KNN ): A k -nearest-neighbor recommendation technique using those sessions of all users in
the training set that are most similar to the items in the history HuI of the current user u. This technique has been successfully used for contextualized playlist generation in [10]
or [13]. Let Vs again be the set of items viewed in a session
s. To calculate the similarity simbinary (u, s) between a user
u and a session s from the training set, we use the cosine
similarity simcos (H~uI , V~s ) between bit vectors that indicate
for each item whether it is included in each set or not.
simbinary (u, s) = simcos (H~uI , V~s )

10000

(7)

Let topTk (u) be the k most similar sessions to u from all
sessions in the training set T according to simbinary (u, s).
The recommendation score for item i and user u is the sum of
similarities for sessions in topTk (u) where item i was viewed.
X
KNN
simbinary (u, s) · 1Vs (i)
scoreC−
=
ui
(8)
(u)
s∈topT
k

(3) Co-occurrence patterns (CO): A technique based on
association rule mining used in [12] for e-commerce data and
for the contextualized recommendation of workflow elements
in [11]. This method learns size-two association rules of the
form “Users who viewed A, also viewed B” from the training
data. The recommendation score of an item i is the sum of
the confidence values for the associations j → i by applying
the rules to the items in the users current history HuI .
X
scoreCO
confidence(j → i)
(9)
ui =
I
j∈Hu

As we are interested in how many of the recommendations made by the CF baselines are actually known items, we
furthermore report a metric RepeatRate@N for them which
5
We made additional experiments with other techniques including in particular Factorization Machines [19] or Funk’s
SVD [1]. As these methods perform worse than BPR, we do
not report the results here.
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Figure 4: Popularity distribution for the Zalando heavy subset. X-axis: Item popularity (view and purchase actions per
item). Y-axis: Number of items. Both in base-10 log scale.

calculates the percentage of items in the top-N lists that
the user has already viewed in a previous session. The
RepeatRate@N for the proposed reminding strategies is of
course 100%.

4.3

Datasets

We use log data from Zalando, China-Gadgets and a public dataset from TMall [12]. For Zalando, we created subsets
of heavy and random users. For the heavy users, we observe
at least 80 site visits (sessions) during one year. The average
number of sessions for random users is 28. For the smaller
logs of China-Gadgets, we selected 10,000 users that are not
one-time visitors. For TMall we selected 5,000 random users.
The Zalando and China-Gadgets log data files contain a
few user events that can be attributed to the already deployed recommendation components on the sites. We removed those user actions from the logs that were induced by
the recommenders, i.e., we removed item views that resulted
from a click on recommendation lists. A small bias can still
remain as users might have noticed the recommendations
without having clicked on them. The detailed statistics of
the datasets are shown in Table 1. In addition, Figure 4
shows the popularity distribution for the Zalando heavy subset. As is typical for RS datasets, the distribution is skewed
with few highly popular and many unpopular items from the
long-tail. The Zalando random and TMall datasets have
similar characteristics, but the Zalando heavy subset contains more items with high popularity. The China-Gadgets
subset has an overall smaller item catalog.

5.

RESULTS

We first report the results of the CF baselines and then
discuss the performance of the reminding strategies.

5.1

Effects of Recommending Known Items in
Baseline Algorithms

In our first measurement, we compared the best-performing
“standard” CF method from [12], BPR, with the contextaware baselines C-KNN and CO. We manually tuned the
algorithm parameters for BPR and C-KNN (k = 5) to optimize the hit rate and tested two configurations: (a) without
repeated recommendations, (b) with repeated recommendations6 . Table 2 shows the results for the Zalando heavy
6

Remember that we do not call these repeated recommendations “reminders” as the selection of items is not limited
to items in the recent user history.

Table 1: Characteristics of the Zalando, China-Gadgets and TMall datasets.

Users
Items
Views
Purchases
Sessions

complete
3.5M
460k
200M
3.9M
3.5M

Zalando
heavy subset
3k
188k
3.1M
106k
338k

random subset
3k
121k
906k
47k
89k

subset with the configuration parameters d = 0 and p = 6,
i.e., the contextualized strategies use six previous sessions
before the user’s current session cs as the history Hu .
The results show that considering recent navigation actions from previous sessions – as done by the C-KNN and
CO methods – leads to significant (Student’s t-test, p <
0.01) accuracy improvements when compared to a “contextagnostic” learning-to-rank method like BPR as was discussed
in [12]7 . Also, BPR tends to recommend many already
known items and C-KNN is significantly more accurate than
CO. Second, including repeated recommendations in all settings proved to be important and strongly increased the accuracy. Similar observations were also made for the other
datasets and are omitted due to space constraints.
In the live experiment for China-Gadgets (Section 2.2),
repeated recommendations were allowed for BPR. Preliminary online tests also indicated that the success rate of BPR
is significantly lower when repeated recommendations are
forbidden, which corroborates our offline results.

5.2

Results of the Reminding Strategies

In the next series of experiments, we benchmarked the
simple “reverse history” strategy IRec, which was also used
in [12], against the recominder strategies proposed in Section
3. The choice of p depends on the indented goal of the reminders and used techniques, e.g. increasing p can improve
the accuracy of ISim due to more candidates but decrease
the accuracy of IInt due to noise from older items. We take
p = 6 sessions for the history Hu (from which the reminders
will be selected) as an overall acceptable setting to show the
general characteristics of all techniques. Fine-tuning of p
is not in the scope of this work. To show the influence of
reminding obvious items on the accuracy metrics, we also
report the results for different time gap values d = 0 and
d = 3 and a special case d = 0∗ . In that last case we exclude
the events from the user’s current sessions in the history that
were views of the item that should be predicted. This way,
we can show the impact of not recommending the most obvious item. The results are given in Table 3 for the Zalando
data and in Table 4 for the China-Gadgets and TMall data.
Including Obvious Reminders.
First, consider the situation d = 0, i.e., where users can
be reminded of items they have just looked at. Both in the
Zalando heavy and random user subset, the basic reminding
strategy IRec works comparably well as users naturally often
view items right before they purchase them. The hit rate is
however not 1, since the purchased item does not necessarily
need to be among the last 10 viewed items. Putting more
7

As the recommendations are generated from a fairly large
pool of items, the resulting values for the hit rate and the
MRR are expected to be generally small [14].

China-Gadgets
complete subset
466k
10k
4.4k
3.7k
1.1M
192k
804k
142k
859k
123k

TMall
complete subset
424k
5k
1M
195k
49M
660k
3.2M
50k
7.1M
96k

weight on frequently viewed items (IInt) or reminding the
user of similar items (ISim) leads to worse results.
In contrast, our content-based SSim strategy, which looks
for similar shopping sessions in the past, works significantly
(p < 0.01) better than the simple IRec strategy on the heavy
user subset both in terms of the hit rate and the MRR.
This indicates that it is not unusual that users abandon an
unsuccessful shopping or browsing session, look for different
items, and eventually continue the previous search to finally
make a purchase. As a result, the SSim strategy shows
that adapting reminders to the current user goals can be
beneficial. However, for the random user dataset the IRec
baseline cannot be beaten by SSim, since there are often not
enough similar past sessions available for new users that can
be used to predict the continuation of the current session.
If the time gap is zero (d = 0), actions from the current
session are part of the history, including view actions for
the item that was eventually purchased and that we want to
predict. In the additional experiment labeled with d = 0∗
we did not include these actions in the history. As can be
seen from Table 3, excluding this item results in a strong
accuracy decrease, especially for the IRec strategy. Under
this configuration, reminding frequently viewed items (IInt)
performs best. Still, the hit rate of IRec is comparably high
which indicates that users often browse items in previous
sessions and sleep on their decisions before the purchase.
Avoiding the Obvious: Long-Term Reminders.
To avoid obvious recommendations, we do not remind
users of what they have looked at during the last few days by
increasing the time gap; here we report d = 3 days. Generally, when increasing d, the absolute values for the hit rate
and the MRR decrease, which is however expected, given
that some of these less obvious reminders may already be
outdated. How to set d for “long-term reminders” depends
on the application domain. In e-commerce, a few days might
be appropriate [3]. In the domain of music streaming, it
might in contrast be plausible to remind users of what they
liked and listened to a few weeks or months ago.
The results in Table 3 show that the simple IRec strategy
seems to include too many already outdated reminders under
the d = 3 configuration. All other techniques proposed in
our work mostly lead to better results than IRec in terms
of the rate and MRR. By far the best results are obtained
when using the content-based ISim method in combination
with the feature filter (FF ), i.e., when we remove reminders
that relate to item categories in which the user has already
purchased in the meantime. The SSim and ISim methods
show a similar performance when the feature filter is not
applied. The results however suggest that SSim includes too
many item view events for products that the user eventually
lost interest in and did not purchase in the end.

Table 2: Hitrate@10 (HR), MRR@10 and RepeatRate@10 (RR) results for the CF techniques for the Zalando heavy subset
with/without the ability to recommend known items. History p = 6, time gap d = 0. The best values are highlighted in grey.
Dataset
Technique
Metric@10
No repeated recomm.
Repeated recomm.

C-KNN
HR
MRR RR
0.051 0.032 0
0.156 0.072 0.375

Zalando – heavy
CO
HR
MRR
0.013 0.005
0.123 0.046

subset
RR
0
0.343

HR
0.001
0.066

BPR
MRR
0.001
0.024

RR
0
0.830

Table 3: Hitrate@10 (HR) and MRR@10 results for the Zalando heavy subset and the Zalando random subset. History p = 6,
time gap d = 0, d = 0∗ , d = 3. The best values are highlighted in grey.
Dataset
Configuration
Metric@10
FF (SSim)
FF (ISim)
SSim (k = 2)
ISim (k = 20)
IInt
IRec

p = 6,
HR
0.681
0.561
0.697
0.588
0.561
0.653

Zalando – heavy subset
d=0
p = 6, d = 0∗
p = 6,
MRR HR
MRR HR
0.296 0.293 0.139 0.193
0.219 0.353 0.146 0.521
0.327 0.210 0.111 0.167
0.241 0.319 0.137 0.170
0.217 0.363 0.147 0.162
0.309 0.230 0.069 0.136

Results for the China-Gadgets and TMall Datasets.
Table 4 shows the results obtained with the same protocol
configurations for the China-Gadgets and TMall datasets.
The results are mostly in line with those from the previous
experiment, which shows that the proposed reminder strategies may generalize to other datasets.
Specifically, when applying a time gap of d = 3, the feature filter method in combination with the content-based
ISim method works consistently better than any other tested
strategy. For the TMall subset with d = 0, the SSim method
is again better than IRec in terms of hit rate and MRR,
similar to Zalando heavy. However, this is not the case for
China-Gadgets where – like Zalando random – there are not
enough similar past sessions available for some users. A possible explanation that the IRec method works particularly
well for the blog-style China-Gadgets platform can be that
the entries on this site are time-ordered and the most recent
additions appear on the top of the page. The order of the
items may therefore often be directly related to their general attractiveness. Thus, the recommendations made by
the IRec strategy can be used as navigation shortcuts for
users to repeatedly inspect these most recent items.
Lastly, when removing the item that should be predicted
from the history (d = 0∗ ), the IInt strategy works best for
TMall, as was the case for the Zalando subsets. However,
for China-Gadgets none of the reminding strategies stands
out in particular regarding the hit rate and MRR.
Discussion.
A comparison of the absolute values obtained for the reminding strategies and the baseline techniques in Table 2
shows that reminders lead to substantially higher accuracy
values. The results of our offline experiments therefore confirm the results obtained from our analyses of real-world
systems in Section 2 and emphasize the potential value of
including known items into recommendation lists. Furthermore, the experiments indicate that more elaborate reminding strategies can be more effective than a “reverse history”
approach. To which extent combinations of these reminding strategies with long-term CF models can help to further
increase the accuracy is part of our ongoing work.

d=3
MRR
0.110
0.200
0.093
0.077
0.071
0.058

p = 6,
HR
0.642
0.561
0.678
0.600
0.545
0.697

Zalando – random subset
d=0
p = 6, d = 0∗
p = 6,
MRR HR
MRR HR
0.268 0.237 0.109 0.136
0.217 0.266 0.112 0.504
0.294 0.176 0.088 0.117
0.236 0.240 0.105 0.135
0.205 0.271 0.111 0.129
0.295 0.174 0.052 0.120

d=3
MRR
0.077
0.191
0.062
0.060
0.054
0.054

Finally, all our reminding strategies needed less than 10
ms to compute one reminder list using a current generation
Intel Xeon CPU. On the same hardware, the baseline techniques (BPR, C-KNN, CO) needed significantly more time
(up to one second) to compute one list. Combining personalization methods with adaptive reminders will therefore not
significantly increase the run-time complexity.

6.

RELATED WORK

The systematic inclusion of reminders in recommendation
lists has, to our knowledge, not been discussed or analyzed
to a large extent in the RS research literature. Some exceptions exist, which, for example, mention the use of reminders
in “check-out” situations in online shops (“Don’t forget to
buy”) [18] or report of a mobile shopping assistant that displays similar known items while browsing for new products
(“Similar to what you liked in the past”) [17]. Both mentioned works however do not propose algorithmic solutions.
Recommendations for repeated consumption were investigated, e.g., in [3] and [15]. In contrast to repeated recommendations of already purchased or consumed items, our
work focuses on reminders, i.e., items that the user knows,
but that were not necessarily consumed so far. The analysis
in [3] showed that the recency of interactions is the strongest
predictor of repeated consumption and that there is an exponential decay factor. The authors propose a model to recommend known items with a probability that is proportional to
the time of its last consumption. Such an exponential decay
function can be integrated into our IRec reminding strategy,
in particular when it should be combined with a CF model.
In [15] the listening behavior of users when browsing for music tracks was investigated and the authors propose an approach to automatically derive whether the user is currently
looking for something new or not. Their approach could be
combined with our work to decide if reminders should be
generally included in the current user session or not.
In the online shopping scenario, this question of “When
to remind?” translates to determining whether the user currently is in a catalog exploration phase or in the phase of
re-inspecting the choice set before making a decision. Based

Table 4: Hitrate@10 (HR) and MRR@10 results for the China-Gadgets and TMall subsets. History p = 6, time gap d = 0,
d = 0∗ , d = 3. The best values are again highlighted in grey.
Dataset
Configuration
Metric@10
FF (SSim)
FF (ISim)
SSim (k = 2)
ISim (k = 20)
IInt
IRec

p = 6,
HR
0.577
0.532
0.616
0.541
0.539
0.615

China-Gadgets – subset
d=0
p = 6, d = 0∗
p = 6,
MRR HR
MRR HR
0.344 0.219 0.128 0.206
0.276 0.172 0.116 0.481
0.376 0.223 0.136 0.212
0.254 0.223 0.134 0.189
0.254 0.223 0.134 0.188
0.586 0.220 0.126 0.186

on the context of the user, there might be situations where
reminding is particularly useful as discussed in [18] and the
problem of finding the best time for repeated recommendations has also been mentioned for commercial systems
like eBay [23, 26] or Netflix [8]. In our work, we focus on
the problem of selecting the right items and we consider
the problem of determining whether we should present reminders at all as a related but complementary problem.
Our reminding strategies can also be seen as contextaware recommendation approaches, where the context to
which the recommendations are adapted is the user’s shortterm shopping goal. In particular the ISim and SSim techniques try to rank those items from the user’s navigation
history higher that are presumably a good match for the
items that the user has most recently inspected.
In practice, one would probably not implement a “pure”
reminding strategy – which only includes items that the user
already knows – but rather create one or multiple lists that
contain a mix of items that match the long-term user model
and a number of reminders. Some of these strategies that
combine assumed short-term shopping intents with longterm collaborative filtering models were discussed in our previous work [12]. The results showed that the combined models which implemented a “contextual post-filtering” strategy
[2] worked best in the tested configurations, but already the
most simple reminders had a significant impact on the recommendation accuracy. Our current work continues this
research and shows that there are more effective reminding
strategies than the “reverse history” approach from [12].
Research on short-term adaptation for collaborative filtering approaches is comparably scarce in the recommender
systems literature8 . Recent exceptions include [10], [21], or
[25]. These works propose different strategies of understanding the user’s shopping intents, but do not explicitly include
reminders in their recommendations. From an algorithmic
perspective, our Session Similarity reminding method is related to nearest-neighbor approaches used in music playlist
generation techniques as described in [9], where the goal is
to find past listening sessions or playlists that are similar to
the user’s most recent listening behavior. Our Feature Filter
method on the other hand implements a similar idea to the
post-purchase product recommendation technique described
in [26] where the goal was to avoid the recommendation of
items on eBay that are too similar to recent purchases.
8
In conversational and critiquing based systems [6] usually
only short-term goals are relevant and the item filtering process is based on explicit user constraints. In our work we are
however interested in learning-based, adaptive recommendation approaches.

d=3
MRR
0.121
0.225
0.121
0.109
0.106
0.099

p = 6,
HR
0.482
0.415
0.483
0.415
0.429
0.463

d=0
MRR
0.220
0.185
0.214
0.185
0.181
0.191

TMall – subset
p = 6, d = 0∗
HR
MRR
0.228 0.101
0.239 0.096
0.173 0.082
0.195 0.082
0.241 0.094
0.125 0.032

p = 6,
HR
0.142
0.405
0.135
0.140
0.138
0.117

d=3
MRR
0.078
0.176
0.067
0.067
0.063
0.049

The ranking of the reminders in our approaches is often
based on a time-based criterion. Our work is therefore related to “time-aware recommender systems” as a special case
of context-aware systems. Campos et al. review time-aware
systems with a focus on evaluation aspects in [5]. According to their classification, our protocol represents a timedependent cross-validation procedure with user resampling.
In addition, our protocol implements a session-wise evaluation procedure as done in similar form in [4]. We however use
the hit rate and the MRR as standard evaluation measures.
As discussed in the introduction, one possible value of
automatically generated reminders as recommendations is
that they can be used as navigation shortcuts by users. In
[22], Schnabel et al. conduct a user study to assess the value
of providing online customers with a web shop feature to
create their own shortlists. Their study shows that many
participants used these shortlists to organize their shopping
sessions and remind themselves of recently inspected items.
In addition, shortlists were shown to be helpful by reducing the cognitive effort for the users. An earlier study from
the business literature [7] revealed that some online users –
in absence of a shortlist functionality – use their shopping
baskets to keep track of their candidate items, i.e., they misuse the cart as a shortlist with a reminder functionality. In
contrast to these works, the discussed reminding strategies
populate such shortlists automatically and in particular our
results obtained from the logs of the deployed systems indicate that customers actually use these shortlists.

7.

SUMMARY AND FUTURE WORKS

In this paper, we have analyzed the value of including reminders in recommendations, which is a common strategy in
real-world systems, through offline and online experiments.
We have furthermore proposed and successfully evaluated
novel strategies which avoid the recommendation of unrelated or too obvious items. In practice, recommending only
reminders might in many cases not be the most effective
strategy. While reminders might increase familiarity and
trust, they are by design unsuited to help users discover
new items. Measuring the true value or obviousness of recommendations in offline settings is however challenging [18].
In our future work we will thus explore strategies that
combine novel recommendations and reminders in a balanced way to increase diversity and plan to investigate techniques to better assess the right time for reminding, e.g., taking product consumption cycles into consideration. Furthermore, we will try to estimate their perceived value through
user studies and measure their effect in real world scenarios.

8.
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